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PROTECTING DATA IN THE CLOUD
When considering data protection methodologies, IT organizations need to
consider both physical and logical data protection. Physical protection ensures
data is protected in the event of a disk, array or site failure. Logical data protec-
tion guards against the most common contributors to data loss, machine or
human error (data corruption or accidental delete). A good backup plan provides
both sorts of protection, which is why good backup is so expensive.

With the cloud, it’s likely your cloud storage service provider handles phys-
ical data protection (disk failures, array failures, site failures) via some sort of
mirroring or remote replication capabilities that are built into the per-GB price
you pay. But chances are the provider doesn’t handle logical data protection
(user and machine errors), which is a key shortcoming of the cloud.

In many cases, disk and tape-based technologies can and should be used 
in concert to meet the spectrum of data protection requirements (see “Data
protection methods and levels,” this page). Synchronous remote mirroring may
be suitable for your organization’s most mission-critical data and for full-site,
near-zero data loss disaster recovery. Disk backup is for data that’s a little less
mission critical and can tolerate a little more data loss, while tape backup is

Data protection methods and levels
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